Using nanoscale substrate curvature to control the dimerization of a surface-bound protein.
The influence of surface geometry on adsorbed proteins offers new possibilities for controlling quaternary structure by manipulating protein-protein interactions at a surface, with applications that are relevant to protein aggregation, fibrillation, ligand binding, and surface catalysis. To understand the effect of surface curvature on the structure of the surface-bound protein β-lactoglobulin (β-LG), we have used a combination of polystyrene (PS) nanoparticles (NPs) and ultrathin PS films to fabricate chemically pure, hydrophobic surfaces that have nanoscale curvature and are stable in aqueous buffer. We have used single molecule force spectroscopy to measure the detachment contour lengths L(c) for β-LG adsorbed on the highly curved PS surfaces, and we compare these values in situ to those measured for β-LG adsorbed on flat PS surfaces on the same samples. The L(c) distributions measured on all flat PS surfaces show a large monomer peak near 60 nm and a smaller dimer peak at 120 nm. For 190 and 100 nm diameter NPs, which are effectively flat on the scale of the β-LG molecules, there is no measurable difference between the L(c) distributions obtained for the flat and curved surfaces. However, for 60 nm diameter NPs the dimer peak is smaller, and for 25 nm diameter NPs the dimer peak is absent, indicating that the number of surface-bound dimers is significantly reduced by an increase in the curvature of the underlying surface. These results indicate that surface curvature provides a new method of manipulating protein-protein interactions and controlling the quaternary structure of adsorbed proteins.